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A new method of geometric modeling based on potential fields
devised as a solution of an external Dirichlet problem for the
Laplace equation is presented. The PF method belongs to class
of implicit modeling techniques, such as level sets and distance
fields, and has an advantage of using smooth streamlines
converging to threshold surfaces. We consider two different
tasks with respect to the potential fields:
(a) definition of solid models, and
(b) proximity solutions applied to blending, texturing, offsetting,
collision control, and other practical problems.
This study concerns both general computer graphics area and the
needs of computer-added design in manufacturing.
Two modeling approaches come close to our method:
(a) convolution of skeletons [BLOO], and
(b) blobby objects [BLIN] (to a lesser degree).
We propose to use a Dirichlet problem's solution to obtain a
more generalized definition of implicit surfaces. In this case, the
implicit surface is generated as an equipotential solutionof the
Laplace equation with given boundary conditions which is
essentially equivalent to using the double layer potentialto
generate an isosurface.
The implicit definition of PF surfaces uses the convolution
integral with a Green's function,G, as the convolution kernel,
for a point p (x, y, z) on the equipotential surface, and a pointq
taken on the skeleton surfaceS that is charged with the density
µ (q). To obtain the Dirichlet problem's solution, direct
numerical methods (such as multigrid) are used as well.
The following advantages are characteristic for the PF method:
(a) allows for any skeleton body, including 3D solids;
(b) density function provides a better control over the shape; 
(c) bulge-free;
(d) uses either Green's function, or any direct numerical method;
(e) not only “organic” shapes (incorporates sharp edges/faces).
In some cases, the method can be computationally costly
although it allows for parallel computing.  
To create a design surface, the following steps are taken:  
(a) set generator body and assign potential to its surface, 
(b) set potential on design surface – size/shape control,
(c) solve the Laplace’s equation, 
(d) construct the isosurface.
(e) adjust settings to obtain needed shapes (as shown below).

Definitions of solid modeling functions are given including
blending and imprinting (as the red and yellow models above
illustrate). 
Motion under potential field forces can be used to solve some
practical geometric problems associated with the PF objects.
This modeling approach can be thought of as simulation of
motion of a body "tool" in the vicinity of an object-target to
solve such tasks as intersection of a solid body by a surface,
intersection of shells of two bodies, collision detection and tool's
motion on target's surface, offset of the target's surface and
others. 
We have found the PF method very promising also in animation
of the evolving bodies. As an example, the Ferguson's
topological series of sculptures was animated: two linked torii
with a common base are to be unlinked without tear (see below
– courtesy H.Ferguson).

Using a proper skeleton that can be made movable, and is
suitable as a PF generator, a PF surface is created around the
skeleton, the field is evaluated and zero level sets are found by
moving along the field's streamlines. As the result, theu-v
parametric surface was defined:

Final step is to make the skeleton's parts move to animate the
process of unlinking (see the attached movie).
The study of potential field models is work in progress that
includes such aspects as topological properties, development of
design tools (software), effective numerical methods, parallel
computing (GPU), and new applications (computer graphics,
manufacturing, computer vision, etc.).
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